Long-Tones for Saxophone

After warming up with scales or patterns, use a tuner to check your pitch on the following notes. Adjust your mouthpiece to a position that allows you to play each note as closely as possible to the correct pitch.

After tuning, keep the tuner turned on in a visible location throughout the long-tone exercises.

Tuning Notes:

Sustain a middle "B," working to create the best sounding tone possible. Think about all of the tone production fundamentals - embouchure - breath support - open air pathway. Once you have located your "B," and can reproduce it at different volume levels, proceed to the following exercises.

Exercise 1

Work to replicate the quality of your best sounding "B" on each tone in Exercise 1. Keep an eye on the tuner as you progress downward. You may also wish to perform this exercise on a descending chromatic scale.

Exercise 2

Again, work to reproduce the timbre of the "B" on each tone in Exercise 2. The greatest challenge may be keeping the embouchure steady and the air pathway open. Listen for and try to eliminate any "tin can" type qualities that may surface in the higher tones.

This exercise may also be done using the chromatic scale. The range may be extended to the high "F."
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Performing Exercise 3 correctly requires breathing deeply and using good support, but you should also concentrate on air-pathway and embouchure fundamentals.

Take your time during this exercise. Start as softly as possible. Crescendo to the breaking point (that's the point where the tone and/or pitch start to suffer). Then slowly fade the note out. Perform each note in one breath.

The two primary challenges in this exercise are to keep the pitch and tone constant during the volume changes. You may find this easier to do during crescendo than the decrescendo.

EXERCISE 3

Middle D, E, and G tend to be problematic notes, pitch wise, for many saxophonists. Give these notes a little extra attention by performing Exercise 4.

Using the B as a standard, perform the sustained tones in a manner similar to that presented in Exercise 3.

EXERCISE 4

Begin Exercise 5 by sustaining a middle G. Concentrate on all of the tone production fundamentals previously discussed, and work to generate the best and most in-tune sound possible. This note will set the standard for the rest of the exercise.

EXERCISE 5

One of the challenges of this exercise will be achieving a clear and in-tune attack on the soft tones. Repeat the soft tones as needed.
EXERCISE 6

Begin Exercise 6 by sustaining a low G. This note will set the standard for the low tones so work to generate the best sounding, most in-tune low G possible. Although the note may be a little low in pitch compared to the upper register, avoid pushing the mouthpiece inward. Try instead to maintain a firm embouchure without adding pressure with the lower teeth.

Articulation often has an effect on the embouchure, air pathway, and intonation, particularly in the upper register. Exercises 7-10 address the challenges of maintaining the proper tone production fundamentals in the upper register. Keep a close eye on the tuner, noticing pitch tendencies on different notes when approached from below and above.

Perform the repeated measures in Exercises 7 and 8 loudly on the first pass, and softly on the repeat. Keep the embouchure and breath support consistent at the different volume levels.
Perform the repeated measures in Exercise 9 at very slow, moderate, and moderately fast tempos. The objective is to keep primarily the embouchure, but also the breath support and air pathway, consistent throughout the exercise. Use the slow pass to set a standard for the faster tempos.